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ЕГЭЕГЭ



Сейчас вы будете выполнять задания 
устной части КИМ ЕГЭ по английскому языку. 
Устная  часть КИМ ЕГЭ по английскому языку 

включает в себя четыре задания.
Общее время ответа, включая время на 

подготовку  - 13 - 15 минут. 
Во время ответа ведется запись.

Далее 



Подготовка и ответ на задания

Общий порядок ответа на каждое задание
       Предварительная пауза – 5 секунд перед каждым заданием
       Подготовка к ответу – 1,5 минуты на каждое задание
       Предварительная пауза – 5 секунд перед каждым ответом на задание
       Ответ под аудиозапись – от 1,5 до 2 минут на каждое задание

Обратите внимание
      Контроль времени подготовки и ответа на задания осуществляется 
автоматически
      Все подписи в интерфейсе сделаны на языке сдаваемого экзамена
      Листать задания, возвращаться к ответам и заданиям, перезаписывать 
ответ НЕЛЬЗЯ, задания выводятся СТРОГО ПО ПОРЯДКУ.

Далее 



Задание 1. Вам предлагается прочитать 
небольшой текст научно-популярного 

характера.

Подготовка: 1,5 минуты
  Выполнение: 1,5 минуты

Количество баллов – 1

Далее 



Задание 2.  Вам предлагается ознакомиться с 
рекламным объявлением и задать 5 прямых 

вопросов на основе ключевых слов.

Подготовка: 1,5 минуты
  Выполнение: 1,7 минуты

Количество баллов –  5  

Далее 



Задание 3. Вам предлагается выбрать одну
 из трех фотографий и описать ее на основе 

плана.

Подготовка:1,5 минуты
Выполнение: 2 минуты

Количество баллов – 7

Далее 



Задание 4. Вам предлагается  сравнить 
две фотографии на основе предложенного 

плана.

Подготовка:1,5 минуты
Выполнение: 2 минуты

Количество баллов – 7

Далее 



Постарайтесь полностью выполнить 

поставленные задачи, старайтесь говорить ясно 

и четко, не отходить от темы и следовать 

предложенному плану ответа. Так Вы сможете

 набрать наибольшее количество баллов. 

Максимальное количество баллов – 20. 

 
START  TEST



Be ready for the test in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 1 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.30

Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have found some 
interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this text to your 
friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be ready to read it out 
aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it.

The circulatory system is the transport system of the human body. Your body is like a 
map filled with passageways of different sizes that are filled with blood. Arteries and 
veins are the body’s largest blood vessels. Arteries carry oxygen-rich blood from the 
lungs and through the heart so it can be delivered to all the cells of the body.  Veins carry 
carbon dioxide  waste back to the heart and into the lungs so the carbon dioxide can be 
exhaled.  Capillaries are the tiniest blood vessels. They are especially helpful in the 
lungs, where the gas exchanges take place. 
At the very centre of the circulatory system is the heart. Your heart is about the same 
size as your fist but it is made of muscle. Its job is to pump your blood through all those 
blood vessels.  It never stops working, even when you are sleeping. It is the strongest 
muscle in your body.
Blood looks like a simple red liquid.  The reason blood looks red to us is because  it 
contains an iron-rich substance called hemoglobin.  Hemoglobin is found in red blood 
cells and allows blood to hold on to oxygen and carry it around the body. There are also 
white blood cells which are very important too because they help us to fight diseases.

Preparation

Task 1. Click to start



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 1 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.30

End answer
Answer

The circulatory system is the transport system of the human body. Your body is 
like a map filled with passageways of different sizes that are filled with blood. 
Arteries and veins are the body’s largest blood vessels. Arteries carry 
oxygen-rich blood from the lungs and through the heart so it can be delivered to 
all the cells of the body.  Veins carry carbon dioxide  waste back to the heart 
and into the lungs so the carbon dioxide can be exhaled.  Capillaries are the 
tiniest blood vessels. They are especially helpful in the lungs, where the gas 
exchanges take place. 
At the very centre of the circulatory system is the heart. Your heart is about the 
same size as your fist but it is made of muscle. Its job is to pump your blood 
through all those blood vessels.  It never stops working, even when you are 
sleeping. It is the strongest muscle in your body.
Blood looks like a simple red liquid.  The reason blood looks red to us is 
because  it contains an iron-rich substance called hemoglobin.  Hemoglobin is 
found in red blood cells and allows blood to hold on to oxygen and carry it 
around the body. There are also white blood cells which are very important too 
because they help us to fight diseases.

Next task

Start reading the text, please.



Be ready for the next task in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

You have decided to work during your summer holidays and now you are 
calling to find out more information. In 1.5 minutes you are to ask five 
direct questions to find out the following:

1) if there are any age limits 
for this job
2) if any skills or qualifications 
are required
3) what kind of introductory
training is provided
4) provisional salary of
Assistant Animal Keepers
5) who to contact to apply

You have 20 seconds to
ask each question.
 

Preparation

Task 2. Click to start



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

Question 1

1) if there are any age
limits for this job

Answer

Start speaking, please.
Ask five direct questions, please.



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

Answer

Question 2

2) if any skills or
qualifications are required



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

Answer

Question 3

3) what kind of
introductory training is 
provided



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

Answer

Question 4

4) provisional salary of
Assistant Animal Keeper



Task 2 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 01.40

Answer

Question 5

5) who to contact to 
apply

Next task



Be ready for the next task in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 3 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

 Imagine that  you took these photos for the project about keeping fit. Choose 
one photo to present to your friend.You will have to start speaking in 1.5 minutes 
and will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk 
continuously. In your talk remember to speak about:  

·   when you took the photo
·   what/who is in the photo

·   what is happening
·   why you took the photo  

·   why you decided to show the picture to your friend
 

Photo 1 Photo 2 Photo 3
You have to talk continuously, starting with “I’ve chosen photo number …”.  

Preparation
Click the photo you’ve chosen

Task 3. Click to start



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 3 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

Photo 1

You will have to start with “I’ve chosen photo 1” and will speak for not 
more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk continuously. In 
your talk remember to speak about:  

·  when you took the photo

·  what/who is in the photo

·  what is happening

·  why you took the photo 
 
·  why you decided to show the 
                 picture to your friend
 

End answer
Answer

Next task

Start speaking, please.
Start with “I’ve chosen photo 1”.



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 3 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

Photo 2

You will have to start  with “I’ve chosen photo 2” and will speak for not 
more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk continuously. In 
your talk remember to speak about: 
 
·  when you took the photo

·  what/who is in the photo

·  what is happening

·  why you took the photo  

·  why you decided to show the
        picture to your friend
 

End answer
Answer

Next task
Start speaking, please.

 Start with “I’ve chosen photo 2”.



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task 3 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

Photo 3

You will have to start speaking  with “I’ve chosen photo 3” and will speak 
for not more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk 
continuously. In your talk remember to speak about: 
 
·  when you took the photo

·  what/who is in the photo

·  what is happening

·  why you took the photo  

·  why you decided to show the 
                picture to your friend
 

End answer
Answer

Next taskStart speaking, please.
Start with “I’ve chosen photo 3”.



Be ready for the next task in

 seconds

000102030405



Task  4 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare 
and contrast the photographs: 

·   give a brief description (action, location)
·   say what the pictures have in common

·   say in what way the pictures are different
·   say which gadget presented in the photos you’d prefer

·   explain why 
You will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk 

continuously.

Preparation

Task 4. Click to start 



Be ready for the answer in

 seconds

000102030405



Task  4 Preparation: 01.30
Answer: 02.00

Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare 
and contrast the photographs: 

·   give a brief description (action, location)
·   say what the pictures have in common

·   say in what way the pictures are different
·  say which gadget presented in the photos you’d prefer

·   explain why 
You will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12-15 sentences). You have to talk 

continuously.

Answer 

End answer

Finish testStart speaking, please.



Exam is over.
Congratulations!

Поздравляем! 
Экзамен закончен.

Не забудьте прослушать запись 
Вашего ответа.

Exam is over


